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1 Claim. (01. 30-24) 
This invention relates to an improved spring B’ so as to hold the cutter with the jaws sepa 

for fruit and ?ower cutters or clippers, the gen- rated and during movement of the handles of the 
eral object of the invention being to provide a cutter this part 1 will slide on the part B’ so 
spring of great strength and including a coil and that the spring will hold the cutter open with but 

5 arms with means for anchoring one arm to one little strain on the spring. 5 
of the members of the cutter, the other arm hav- This spring will last a long time whereas the 
ing Sliding movement 0n the other member- usual springs used with devices of this type often 

This invention also consists in certain other break one or more times each day, this Spring 
features of construction and in the combination ?tting in the recesses formed in the handle parts 

10 and arrangement of several parts, to be herein- and which is shown in Figure 2_ 10 

after_ fungr de_scribe% ill‘usga'gild in i312? dag?gnill; It is thought from the foregoing description 
igélgggen {123122;}? spec c y po 6 that the advantages and novel features of the 

. . ‘. . . ' tion will be readily apparent. In describing the invention in detail, reference mver} 
15 will be had to the accompanying drawing wherein _ It Is to be undeystwd th_a’t changes 11,194,198 made 15 

like characters denote like or corresponding parts m the constructlon and m the combmatlon and 
throughout the several views’ and in Which;_ arrangement of the several parts, provided that “ 
Figure 1 is an elevation showing the improved Such changes fall Wlthln the Scope of the ap 

spring attached to a clipper or cutter. pended 0.1mm.‘ _ 
20 Figure 2 is a section on the line 2-—2 of Figure 1. What is claimed 1s:—- 20 

Figure 3 is a plan View of the spring itself. A spring attachment for clippers of the pivotal 
As shown in the drawing, I provide a spring A handles type comprising a split clamp band for 

which consists of the coiled part I and the arms encompassing one handle of a clipper and having 
2 and 3. The coiled part I is placed on the inner a screw whereby the ends of the band may be 

25 edge of one of the members B of the clipper or brought together for snugly holding the band 25 
cutter C with the arm 2 clamped to a side edge around the handle, said band being provided with 
of the member B by a clamp 4 and with the hook- a transverse corrugation, a coiled spring having a 
shaped ends 5 of the arm 2 ?tting in a recess 6 pair of leg extensions, one of said leg extensions 
in the inner edge of the member B. The other being provided with a laterally disposed portion 

30 arm 3 is bent at substantially right angles as for engaging the inner side of one handle, the 30 
shown at 1 and slides on the inner edge of the other leg of the spring being disposed through the 
member B’. corrugation of the clamp and being provided at its 
Thus it will be seen that the arm 2 and the coiled free end with a hook for engaging over the cor 

part I are held on the member B while the other responding handle. 
35 arm has its part 1 pressing against the member 'I'HERL C. LYNCH. 35 


